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When IT meets Music 
 
[CBN ZJ New Economy – China, 29 Nov 2013] PLAYNOTE, a music education 
software development company at Hong Kong, has combined digital signal 
processing, artificial intelligence and cloud computing together. They further use this 
combined technology to assist the problems faced in the traditional education model. 
This digital technology lets music note reach more music lovers.  
 

Opportunity for incubation 
 
When logic and emotion meets at music score, what chord will be played? Eric Yung, 
founder and CEO of Playnote, is the combination of logic and emotion already. 
“Colleagues and friends always say my character keeps changing and they do not 
guess my emotion in different time.” Mr. Yung said. The special type of character 
between login and emotion lets other people find difficulty in understanding the true 
thinking of Eric.  
 
Eric, with electronic engineering background, has achieved grade 8 level in piano 
performance and has been the conductor of orchestra. “The objective of 
entrepreneur is very simple. When I teach piano, I understand the needs of students 
and teachers and the problems that they face. The education software of 
PLAYNOTE is based on the syllabus of music examination in foreign countries and 
let students learn and self-practice without guidance of music teachers.” Examination 
in foreign countries consists of music instrument playing and vocal singing. Eric said, 
in the practical education, the level of music knowledge of music teachers in foreign 
countries is very high but they don’t know how to teach students.  
 
PLAYNOTE is the star company in incubation program of Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Park. Incubation program is a incubator launched by Hong Kong SAR 
Government. It helps company to raise funding, link up collaboration channels, etc. 
PLAYNOTE got a number of awards in the 2012 Asia Pacific ICT Alliance Award 
(APICTA). Its app AURALBOOK became famous afterward and become a star in the 
music education market.  
 
In 2010, a group of musicians and technology experts founded this IT music 
company and developed related music education products. PLAYNOTE combines 
digital signal process, artificial intelligence and cloud computing together and further 
use this combined technology to assist the problems faced in the traditional 
education model. PLAYNOTE currently works closely with international music 
schools and organizations and promote the music education revolution to other 
markets.  
 

Digitize music education 
 
AURALBOOK is a music-learning platform, which changes the traditional music-
learning model. Its users are music students around the world. It can help to students 
in different levels to learn sight-singing skill and take professional music 
examinations in a much effective way. The examinations include Associated Board of  
Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM) of UK, Australian Music Examination Board 
(AMEB) of Australia and Royal Conservatory of Music (RCM) of Canada.  
 



Currently, AURALBOOK, which is under patent protection, can let student self-learn 
and improve listening and singing skill, any time, anywhere, even without music 
teacher. On top of helping student to practice clapping, recognizing note and singing 
skill, AURALBOOK records student’s singing, analyzes in real time, points out errors 
and provides comments.  
 
Eric demonstrates AURALBOOK with iPad to reporter. In listening test mode, 
AURALBOOK will play two pieces of music. Some notes in the second piece will be 
difference from the first piece. It requires user to find out the notes changed. In 
singing test mode, AURALBOOK will play a piece of demo music. User follows to 
sing and AURALBOOK will record the singing and analyze. It will further find out the 
deviation between the recorded singing and the requirement and provide suggestion. 
The process of learning piano is nearly the same.  
 
Other than iOS version, Android version is also available. User can use iPad or 
mobile phone to download. More than 60,000 teachers and students are using this 
app already. As the examination syllabus of these foreign countries and China is not 
the same, PLAYNOTE has not entered China market completely. Eric said, “In China, 
piano examination does not require singing. As a result, we still need a period of time 
to develop China market.” The market size of the apps for music examination training 
is small. Is the development sustainable? Eric believes that there is still a large space 
to develop in foreign market. “ Music examination is an international standard. It can 
be applied in everywhere. It is not just about examination or not. If music does not 
disappear, this market will not disappear. “ 
 
For users, Eric said music students in China or foreign countries area the same: 
They focus in examination. He continued, “In our customers base, only a few portion 
of customers are just for interest. Based on the feedback from users, students 
around the word are the same.  
 
Since the beginning, the biggest challenge comes neither in R&D nor in following-up, 
but customer development” Not every teacher could master in short time. Most 
teachers, especially in America and Europe, are still stuck with Nokia and know 
nothing about iOS. So we still need time to communicate and nurture.” If R&D could 
be compared to laying eggs, to PLAYNOTE customer development is a continuous 
process, which needs to be conducted step by step.  
 
Currently, there is a department in PLAYNOTE, dedicated for customer service, 
which mainly answers customers’ questions through Internet platform. The questions 
include how to use iPhone, iPad, etc. “As a result, there are very few technical staffs 
in the company and more musician staffs can be found in the company. We look like 
a music company instead of IT company.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


